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(54) Title: BEVERAGE MACHINE WITH A COVER FOR AN INGREDIENT INLET 

2, (57) Abstract: A machine (1) for preparing a beverage from 
2 at least one ingredient (2) comprises: an ingredient processing 

module (30); an ingredient passage (40) for inserting an in
gredient from outside such machine into the ingredient pro 

103 cessing module; and a cover (10) forming a user-handle that is 
2"' 2" manually movable between a position covering the ingredient 

passage and a position uncovering the ingredient passage. The 
cover (10) is manually slidable, in particular translationally 

1 Lslidable, from the covering to the uncovering positions and/or 
vice versa.  

30 
40 

FIG. 2
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BEVERAGE MACHINE WITH A COVER FOR AN INGREDIENT INLET 

Field of the Invention 

The field of the invention pertains to beverage 

5 preparation machines, in particular using capsules of an 

ingredient of the beverage to be prepared, such as 

beverage preparation machines having a passage for 

inserting a beverage ingredient into the machine, in 

particular an ingredient supplied in the form of a 

10 preportioned ingredient capsule, and a member for 

covering and uncovering the passage, as desirable during 

normal use of the machine.  

For the purpose of the present description, a 

"beverage" is meant to include any human-consumable 

15 liquid substance, such as tea, coffee, hot or cold 

chocolate, milk, soup, baby food, etc... A "capsule" is 

meant to include any pre-portioned beverage ingredient, 

such as a flavouring ingredient, within an enclosing 

packaging of any material, in particular an airtight 

20 packaging, e.g. plastic, aluminium, recyclable and/or 

biodegradable packagings, and of any shape and structure, 

including soft pods or rigid cartridges containing the 

ingredient.  

25 Background Art 

Certain beverage preparation machines use capsules 

containing ingredients to be extracted or to be dissolved 

and/or ingredients that are stored and dosed 

automatically in the machine or else are added at the 

30 time of preparation of the drink. Some beverage machines 

possess filling means that include a pump for liquid, 

usually water, which pumps the liquid from a source of 

water that is cold or indeed heated through heating 

means, e.g. a thermoblock or the like.
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Especially in the field of coffee preparation, 

machines have been widely developed in which a capsule 

containing beverage ingredients is inserted in a brewing 

device. The brewing device is tightly closed about the 

5 capsule, water is injected at the first face of the 

capsule, the beverage is produced in the closed volume of 

the capsule and a brewed beverage can be drained from a 

second face of the capsule and collected into a 

receptacle such as a cup or glass.  

10 Brewing devices have been developed to facilitate 

insertion of a "fresh" capsule and removal of the capsule 

upon use. Typically, the brewing devices comprise two 

parts relatively movable from a configuration for 

inserting/removing a capsule to a configuration for 

15 brewing the ingredient in the capsule.  

The actuation of the movable part of the brewing 

device may be motorized. Such a system is for example 

disclosed in EP 1 767 129. In this case, the user does 

not have to provide any manual effort to open or close 

20 the brewing device. The brewing device has a capsule 

insertion passage provided with a safety door assembled 

to the movable part of the brewing device via a switch 

for detecting an undesired presence of a finger in the 

passage during closure and prevent injuries by squeezing.  

25 The actuation of the movable part of the brewing 

device may be manual. WO 2009/043630 discloses a beverage 

preparation machine including a brewing unit having a 

front part with a passage for inserting a capsule into 

the brewing unit. The front part is arranged to telescope 

30 out of the machine's housing for uncovering the passage 

for inserting a capsule into the brewing unit and 

telescopes into the brewing unit for sliding the passage 

under the housing and thus covering the passage by the 

housing. A pivotable arched handle is configured for 

35 driving the front part manually.
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WO 2005/004683 and WO 2007/135136 disclose a device 

comprising a frame, a fixed holding part for the capsule, 

a movable holding part which is mounted relative to the 

5 frame in a sliding relationship, one or two knuckle joint 

mechanisms that provide a mechanical system which enables 

to close in a steady and fluid-tight manner the holding 

parts about the capsule while also resisting to the 

counter-force acting while re-opening and generated by 

10 the internal brewing pressure, and a handle for directly 

levering the knuckle joint mechanism. Such a device forms 

a simple assembly enabling insertion of the capsule by 

vertical fall through a passage in the frame and removal 

of the used capsule in the same direction as the 

15 insertion direction. The handle is in the form of a lever 

that is manually pivotable about an end thereof adjacent 

the machine's housing. In the closed position, the handle 

is pivoted down against the machine's housing and over 

the capsule inlet passage to cover it. In the open 

20 position, the handle is pivoted up away from the capsule 

inlet passage to uncover this passage. Hence, in addition 

to moving the holding part, the handle serves to cover 

and uncover the passage for the capsule. The manual force 

required to move the movable parts varies during closure 

25 and opening of the machine and depends on the dimensional 

tolerances of the capsules used, the positioning of the 

capsule and the temperature of the brewing unit.  

Any discussion of the prior art throughout the 

specification should in no way be considered as an 

30 admission that such prior art is widely known or forms 

part of common general knowledge in the field.
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It is an object of the present invention to overcome 

or ameliorate at least one of the disadvantages of the 

prior art, or to provide a useful alternative.  

Summary of the Invention 

5 According to a first aspect, the present invention 

provides a machine for preparing a beverage from at least 

one ingredient comprising: 

- an ingredient processing module; 

- an ingredient passage for inserting an ingredient from 

10 outside such machine into the ingredient processing 

module; and 

- a cover forming a user-handle that is manually movable 

between a position covering the ingredient passage and 

a position uncovering the ingredient passage, 

15 wherein the cover is manually slidable from the covering 

position to the uncovering position and/or vice versa.  

Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, 

throughout the description and the claims, the words 

"comprise", "comprising", and the like are to be 

20 construed in an inclusive sense as opposed to an 

exclusive or exhaustive sense; that is to say, in the 

sense of "including, but not limited to".  

The invention relates to a machine for preparing a 

beverage from at least one ingredient and dispensing such 

25 prepared beverage. For instance, the machine is a coffee, 

tea, chocolate, cacao, milk or soup preparation machine.  

In particular, the machine is arranged for preparing 

within a beverage processing module a beverage by passing 

hot or cold water or another liquid through a capsule 

30 containing an ingredient, such as a flavouring
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ingredient, of the beverage to be prepared, such as 

ground coffee or tea or chocolate or cacao or milk 

powder.  

Such beverage preparation typically includes the 

5 mixing of a plurality of beverage ingredients, e.g. water 

and milk powder, and/or the infusion of a beverage 

ingredient, such as an infusion of ground coffee or tea 

with water. For instance, a predetermined amount of 

beverage is formed and dispensed on user-request, which 

10 corresponds to a serving. The volume of such a serving 

may be in the range of 25 to 200 ml, e.g. the volume for 

filling a cup or mug, depending on the type of beverage.  

Formed and dispensed beverages may be selected from 

ristrettos, espressos, lungos, cappuccinos, caf6 latte, 

15 americano coffees, teas, etc... In particular, a coffee 

machine may be configured for dispensing espressos, e.g.  

an adjustable volume of 20 to 60 ml per serving, and/or 

for dispensing lungos, e.g. a volume in the range of 70 

to 150 ml per serving.  

20 In particular, the machine comprises: an ingredient 

processing module; an ingredient passage for inserting an 

ingredient from outside such machine into the ingredient 

processing module; and a cover forming a user-handle that 

is manually movable between a position covering the 

25 ingredient passage and a position uncovering the 

ingredient passage.  

The ingredient processing module may include a first 

part and a second part movable relative to the first part 

from a position for housing therein the ingredient to a 

30 transfer position for inserting the ingredient into the 

processing module and/or for evacuation thereof from the 

processing module.  

Typically, the beverage preparation machine 

comprises a stationary structure, such as a housing 

35 and/or a frame.
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The structure may be arranged to rest on a support 

surface such as a table. The ingredient passage may be 

stationary relative to the structure. The cover of the 

invention may be movable relative to the structure 

5 between the covering and uncovering positions.  

The second part of the processing module can be made 

movable relative to the first part and relative to the 

stationary structure. The first part may be stationary 

relative to the structure or movable thereto.  

10 The second part can be arranged to move in a 

direction, in particular an arched and/or linear 

direction. Typically, the first and second parts in their 

processing position delimit a cavity for housing the 

beverage ingredient, such as tea or coffee or chocolate 

15 or powder milk. The ingredient processing module may 

include an upstream fluid circuit for delivering a 

carrier liquid, such as water, into the cavity and a 

downstream fluid circuit having a beverage outlet for 

delivering from the cavity the beverage formed by the 

20 carrier liquid flavoured by the beverage (flavouring) 

ingredient, the ingredient being in particular inserted 

into the cavity within a capsule.  

As discussed above, the ingredient is optionally 

inserted into the processing module and/or evacuated 

25 therefrom within an ingredient capsule, e.g. an aluminium 

or plastic or paper enclosure containing the ingredient.  

The ingredient passage can be generally upright so 

that the ingredient, optionally contained within a 

capsule, is movable in the passage under the effect of 

30 gravity. The passage may comprise an insertion portion 

guiding the ingredient into the processing module and an 

evacuation portion guiding the ingredient from the 

processing module. The cover is normally associated with 

the insertion portion.  

35 In accordance with the invention, the cover is 

manually slidable, in particular translationally
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slidable, from the covering to the uncovering positions 

and/or vice versa.  

As opposed to prior art covering handles, e.g. as 

disclosed in WO 2007/135136, which are pivotable between 

5 a position extending along the machine housing to cover 

the ingredient passage and a position angled away 

therefrom to uncover the ingredient passage, the machine 

of the present invention does not need a significant 

volume of free space adjacent the machine's housing to 

10 pivot the cover, since the cover of the present invention 

is slidable between the covering position and the 

uncovering position.  

The cover may be a generally plate-like slide, 

planar or arched movable to close and open the ingredient 

15 passage. The cover may closely follow the outer shape and 

boundaries of the machine between the covering and 

uncovering positions without noticeable increase of the 

overall space occupation of the machine between the 

covering and uncovering positions of the cover.  

20 The cover has a shape that allows a user, e.g. via 

the hand or one or more fingers, to manually seize it or 

push it for moving it between the covering and the 

uncovering position during normal use. For example the 

cover has a portion with a surface structure or 

25 composition, in particular an anti-skid surface that 

provides friction against a human hand to reduce the 

necessary gripping force needed to achieve a reliable 

user-control of the cover.  

Typically, the machine has an outer housing, the 

30 passage extending from a face of the housing to the 

ingredient processing module and the cover being slidable 

in parallel along the housing face, in particular outside 

the outer housing. The housing face may have an 

arrangement for guiding the cover between the covering 

35 and the uncovering positions. The guiding arrangement can 

include a guiding recess and/or a guiding rail extending
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from the passage or from adjacent thereto. The housing 

face may form or delimit a top machine face and/or a 

generally horizontally extending machine face.  

In one embodiment, the cover is associated with an 

5 automatic return device for driving the cover into a 

stable position, in particular into the covering position 

and/or into the uncovering position. The automatic return 

device may be a bistable device for driving the cover 

into two different positions, in particular into the 

10 covering position and into the uncovering position.  

The ingredient processing module may have a 

processing configuration for processing the ingredient 

and an ingredient transfer configuration for inserting 

the ingredient into the processing module and/or removing 

15 the ingredient therefrom. The cover can be prevented from 

being moved into the uncovering position when the 

ingredient processing module is processing the 

ingredient, optionally the cover being locked in the 

covering position or movable into an intermediate 

20 position for manually interrupting processing of the 

ingredient in the module.  

The machine typically includes a control unit, in 

particular a unit for controlling the ingredient 

processing module. The cover may form or be part of a 

25 user-interface in data communication with the control 

unit, optionally the cover comprising or being associated 

with a sensor connected to the control unit for sensing a 

position of the cover such as a sensor selected from an 

electro-mechanical switch sensor, a magnetic sensor, an 

30 electromagnetic sensor and an optical sensor. The control 

unit may comprise a power management module arranged to 

power the control unit and optionally further electric 

components, such as a user-interface and/or a thermal 

conditioner in particular a heater, when the control unit 

35 is unpowered or in standby state and the cover moved, in 

particular into the uncovering position.
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The machine can comprise a motor for driving the 

processing module: from a configuration for processing 

the ingredient; to an ingredient transfer configuration 

for inserting said ingredient into the processing module 

5 and/or removing said ingredient therefrom; and/or vice 

versa. The motor may be arranged to drive the processing 

module into: the processing configuration when the cover 

is moved into the covering position; and/or the transfer 

configuration when the cover is moved into the uncovering 

10 position.  

The machine may have a control unit for controlling 

the ingredient processing module, the control unit being 

arranged to initiate automatically beverage preparation 

when the ingredient is inserted into the processing 

15 module and the cover is moved into the covering position.  

Insertion of the ingredient into the module may be 

detected by any system, e.g. as known in the art such as 

an optical detection.  

The ingredient processing module can be configured 

20 to circulate automatically a mixing and/or infusion 

liquid to the ingredient when the first and second parts 

reach the processing position, e.g. the position for 

housing the ingredient in the processing module.  

The machine may have a control unit that is arranged 

25 to initiate automatically a shut-down or standby process 

and/or a service process, when no ingredient is inserted 

in the processing module and the cover is moved into the 

covering position. Likewise, the absence of insertion of 

the ingredient into the module may be detected by any 

30 suitable system, e.g. as mentioned above.  

Hence, a beverage machine with a simple and space

saving user-handled element, e.g. slider or sliding 

cover, can be provided to: 

- open and close access to the capsule insertion area; 

35 - act as an electronic switch to control the operation 

of the machine; and/or
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- prevent undersirable user operations, e.g. open the 

ingredient processing unit in the course of 

processing.  

The slider is in the closed position when machine is 

5 turned off or when ingredient processing, e.g. brewing, 

is in course.  

For example, depending on the machine status the 

movement of the slider by the user can have different 

effects: 

10 - When the machine is turned off, the user bringing the 

cover towards the uncovering position can start-up the 

machine and allow insertion of the ingredient.  

- When the machine is processing the ingredient, the 

user moving the cover from the covering position will 

15 interrupt the ingredient processing and then drive the 

processing module into the transfer configuration, 

optionally, the slider may be locked in an 

intermediate position between processing interruption 

and reaching the transfer configuration so that a new 

20 ingredient can be inserted into the passage only once 

the processing module is ready to receive such an 

ingredient.  

The cover can be in the uncovering position when the 

machine is already turned on, after the user has 

25 uncovered the ingredient passage the slider: 

Upon the end of processing an ingredient and 

dispensing a beverage or simply after having turned on 

the machine.  

In the open position the user may introduce a new 

30 ingredient in the processing module. Thereafter, when the 

user brings the cover into the covering position, the 

processing module may be automatically driven into the 

processing configuration. Ingredient processing may start 

as soon as the processing module has reached the 

35 processing configuration. If needed, the ingredient
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processing may be delayed until a start-up process is 

completed, e.g. at the end of a shut-on process or 

standby exit process.  

When the user brings the cover into the covering 

5 position without having inserted an ingredient into the 

passage, a service program may be initiated or a shutdown 

or standby process may be initiated.  

Brief Description of the Drawings 

10 The invention will now be described with reference 

to the schematic drawings, wherein: 

- Figures 1 and 2 show part of a machine according 

to invention having a cover arranged to cover and uncover 

an ingredient passage; 

15 - Figure 3 illustrates a perspective view from below 

of such a cover associated to a bistable automatic return 

device; and 

- Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the bistable 

automatic return device in a first stable position and in 

20 a second stable position, respectively.  

Detailed description 

Figures 1 to 3b illustrate parts of an exemplary 

embodiment of a machine 1 for preparing a beverage from 

25 at least one ingredient 2 in accordance with the 

invention.  

The ingredient may be supplied in the form of an 

ingredient capsule 2, e.g. of the type described above 

under the header "field of the invention".  

30 Machine 1 comprises an ingredient processing module 

30; an ingredient passage 40 for inserting ingredient 2 

from outside such machine 1 into ingredient processing 

module 30; and a cover 10 forming a user-handle that is
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manually movable between a position covering ingredient 

passage 40 (Fig. 1) and a position uncovering ingredient 

passage 40 (Fig. 2).  

The ingredient processing module may have an outlet 

5 for dispensing beverage prepared in the ingredient 

processing module. The module can have an ingredient 

cavity for receiving ingredient 2 supplied into machine 1 

via passage 40 and may be configured to circulate 

automatically the liquid into the cavity containing 

10 ingredient 2, optionally within a capsule.  

The cavity may be configured for holding and housing 

a flavouring ingredient, such as tea or coffee or 

chocolate or powder milk. As mentioned above, the 

ingredient may be inserted pre-portioned within a capsule 

15 2 into this cavity.  

A flavoured beverage may be prepared by circulating 

a carrier liquid, such as water, into the ingredient 

cavity to flavour the liquid by exposure to the 

flavouring ingredient held in the cavity.  

20 The ingredient cavity may be delimited by first and 

second parts that are relatively movable between a 

processing configuration for housing therein said 

ingredient and a transfer configuration for inserting 

said ingredient into the processing module and/or for 

25 evacuation thereof from the processing module. An 

automatic ingredient recognition system may be used to 

parameterize and adjust the processing of the ingredient 

automatically in line with the type of ingredient.  

When closed capsules 2 of flavouring ingredients are 

30 used, first and second parts delimiting the ingredient 

cavity may include a capsule opener such as blades and/or 

a tearing tool, e.g. a plate with a tearing profile, for 

instance as known form NespressoTm machines.  

Beverage machine 1 typically includes one or more of 

35 the following components:
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a) Processing module 30, e.g. a fluid circuit 

including a brewing unit, delimiting in the 

processing position an inner flavouring chamber 

for receiving and housing an ingredient of the 

5 beverage such as a flavouring ingredient, in 

particular a pre-portioned ingredient supplied 

within capsule 2, and for guiding via an inlet an 

incoming flow of liquid for flavouring thereof, 

such as water, through this ingredient to beverage 

10 outlet; 

b) an in-line heater for heating this flow of liquid 

to be supplied to ingredient 2; 

c) a pump for pumping liquid through the in-line 

heater; 

15 d) one or more fluid connecting members for guiding 

liquid from a source of liquid, such as tank of 

liquid; 

e) an electric control unit, in particular comprising 

a printed circuit board (PCB), for receiving 

20 instructions from a user via an input user

interface and for controlling the in-line heater 

and the pump; and/or 

f) one or more sensors for sensing at least one 

characteristic selected from characteristics of 

25 the processing module, the in-line heater, the 

pump, the liquid tank, an ingredient collector, a 

flow of the liquid (e.g. by a flowmeter), a 

pressure of the liquid and a temperature of the 

liquid, and for communicating such 

30 characteristic(s) to the control unit.  

In particular, the ingredient processing module 

includes or is connected to an upstream fluid 

arrangement, e.g. incorporating a liquid driver, such as 

a pump, and a thermal conditioner, such as a heater, for 

35 circulating thermally conditioned liquid, such as water, 

from a source, e.g. a liquid reservoir, into the
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ingredient processing cavity. Examples of upstream fluid 

arrangements are disclosed in WO 2009/074550 and in WO 

2009/130099. The heater may be a thermoblock or an on 

demand heater (ODH), for instance an ODH type disclosed 

5 in EP 1 253 844, EP 1 380 243 and EP 1 809 151. Examples 

of suitable brewing units and capsule management are for 

example disclosed in WO 2005/004683, W02007/135136 and WO 

2009/043630, which are hereby incorporated by way of 

reference. Suitable fluid circuits of beverage 

10 preparation modules are for instance disclosed in WO 

2009/074550 and WO 2009/130099, which are hereby 

incorporated by way of reference.  

Moreover, ingredient processing module 30 comprises 

a downstream fluid arrangement with an outlet for 

15 dispensing beverage to a user, e.g. to an area for 

placing a user-cup or a user-mug, the beverage formed in 

the ingredient cavity containing the ingredient mixed 

with the circulating liquid. The dispensing area may be 

delimited at the bottom by a support surface for holding 

20 a user cup or mug. Such support surfaces are well known 

in the art, e.g. as disclosed in EP 1 867 260 and WO 

2009/074557.  

In accordance with the invention, cover 10 is 

manually slidable, in particular translationally 

25 slidable, from the covering (Fig. 1) to the uncovering 

(Fig. 2) positions and/or vice versa.  

Machine 1 may have an outer housing 100. Passage 40 

may extend from a face 101 of housing 100 to the 

ingredient processing module 30. In particular, cover 10 

30 is slidable in parallel along housing face 101, in 

particular outside outer housing 100.  

Ingredient capsule 2 may have a generally cup-shaped 

body 2' with a rim 2'' to which a lid 2''' is sealed for 

enclosing the ingredient. Passage 40 may have a shape 

35 that generally fits the shape of capsule 2 or a part 

thereof. In particular, passage 40 has a pair of facing
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guide portions 41 that fit and guide rim 2'' of capsule 2 

when inserted into passage 40 as indicated by arrow 3 in 

Fig. 2. The interaction between a brewing unit (or 

another kind of processing module) and the flavouring 

5 ingredient, when provided within a capsule, may be of the 

type disclosed in EP 1 859 714 or in EP 2 205 133.  

Housing face 101 may have an arrangement 102,103 for 

guiding cover 10 between the covering position (Fig. 1) 

and the uncovering position (Fig. 2). The guiding 

10 arrangement can comprise a guiding recess 102 and/or one 

or more guiding rail 103 extending from the passage 40 or 

from adjacent thereto. Guiding rails 103 may cooperate 

with support members 11 of cover 10. Support members 11 

may be generally u-shaped in cross-section to fit a 

15 corresponding shape of guiding rails 103 and secure cover 

10 to housing face 101, in particular in guiding recess 

102. The shapes of cover 10, supports 11, recess 102 and 

rails 103 are such as to allow cover 10 to slide between 

the covering position (Fig. 1) and the uncovering 

20 position (Fig. 2), from above passage 40 for covering it 

to the side of it for uncovering it, and/or vice versa.  

Typically, housing face 101 forms or delimits a top 

machine face and/or a generally horizontally extending 

machine face. Hence, ingredient 2 may be inserted into 

25 machine 1 from above passage 40, as indicated by arrow 3 

in Fig. 2.  

As illustrated in the exemplary embodiment shown in 

Figs 3 to 3b, cover 10 can be associated with an 

automatic return device 15 for driving cover 10 into a 

30 stable position, in particular into the covering position 

and/or into the uncovering position. Automatic return 

device can be a bistable device 15 for driving cover 10 

into two different stable positions, in particular into 

the covering position (Figs 1 and 3a) and into the 

35 uncovering position (Figs 2 and 3b).
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Automatic return device 15 may comprise an elastic 

arrangement, e.g. a spring arrangement 18 such as 

compression and/or traction springs, that relaxes by 

reaching the stable position(s).  

5 In a particular, automatic return device 15 may be 

connected directly or indirectly to passage 40, in 

particular via housing face 101, and/or to cover 10. For 

instance, device 15 is located within a cavity 10' of 

cover 10 facing housing face 101. For example, automatic 

10 return device 15 has a first end 19a pivotally mounted on 

an axis 104 fixed to housing face 101 and a second end 

19b pivotally mounted on an axis 12 fixed to cover 10.  

Device 15 may include a pair of relatively movably arms 

16a,16b connected to one another inbetween their ends 

15 19a,19b. Members 16a,16b may each be fixed to a spring 

support 17a,17b. Member 16a,16b and support 17a,17b can 

be shaped generally as a "T" element. Spring supports 

17a,17b are interconnected by spring arrangement 18. For 

example, T-element 16a,17a and T-element 16b,17b are 

20 mounted in opposition along their members 16a,16b so that 

the forces generated by springs 18 urges their ends 

19a,19b apart. In particular spring arrangement 18 

comprises one or more traction springs connecting spring 

supports 17a,17b.  

25 When cover 10 is moved from the covering position 

(Fig. 1) to the uncovering position (Fig. 2), end 19a 

pivots around axis 104 fixed to housing face 101 and end 

19b pivots around axis 12 fixed to cover 10. Cover 10 

slides over end 19a and axis 104 so that end 19a follows 

30 cover 10 along dashed line 104' from first stable end 

position 13 to second stable end position 14. End 

positions 13,14 are delimited by recesses in sidewall 

10'' to form corresponding seats for receiving end 19a.  

When device 15 is pivoting adjacent cover 10, e.g.  

35 within cavity 10', along dashed line 104', ends 19a,19b 

are driven towards each other when leaving end positions 

13,14 up to median line 104'' and driven apart once
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device 15 has passed line 104'' and moves towards either 

end position 13,14. When ends 19a,19b are driven towards 

each other, support members 17a,17b are driven apart and 

spring arrangement 18 is stressed. When ends 19a,19b are 

5 driven apart, support member 17a,17b are driven towards 

each other and spring arrangement 18 relaxes. Hence, 

spring arrangement 18 forces ends 19a and 19b apart into 

a stable positions 13,14 shown in Figs 3a,3b. In the 

particular embodiment shown in these Figures, spring 

10 arrangement 18 operates in traction. It is of course 

possible to modify device 15 so that arrangement 18 

operates in compression or angularly, e.g. with one or 

more spiral springs.  

It follows that device 15 drives or assists 

15 displacement of cover 10 from an intermediate position 

into stable positions on either side of the intermediate 

position, in particular into the covering position (Fig.  

1) and the uncovering position (Fig. 2). Furthermore, 

device 15 may prevent improper positioning of cover 10 by 

20 driving cover 10 automatically into stable positions.  

Hence, the ergonomics linked to cover 10 are improved.  

In an embodiment, ingredient processing module 30 

has a processing configuration (Fig. 1) for processing 

ingredient 2 and an ingredient transfer configuration 

25 (Fig. 2) for inserting said ingredient into the 

processing module and/or removing said ingredient 

therefrom. Cover 10 is prevented from being moved into 

the uncovering position when the ingredient processing 

module 30 is processing ingredient 2, optionally the 

30 cover being locked in the covering position or movable 

into an intermediate position for manually interrupting 

processing of said ingredient. The locking of cover 10 

may be achieved by a stopper, e.g. extending through 

housing face 101 and intercepting sidewall 10'' of cover 

35 10, typically underneath cover 10, to prevent passage of 

cover 10 beyond a certain point. The locking may be
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provided in the covering position or in an intermediate 

position.  

Normally, machine has a control unit, in particular 

a unit for controlling the ingredient processing module, 

5 as known in the art. Cover 10 may form or be part of a 

user-interface in data communication with the control 

unit. The user-interface may include one or more 

interface devices 20, such as user-input devices, e.g.  

buttons, and/or output devices, e.g. LEDs. Optionally, 

10 cover 10 comprises or is associated with a sensor 

connected to the control unit for sensing a position of 

cover 10 such as a sensor selected from an electro

mechanical switch sensor, a magnetic sensor, an 

electromagnetic sensor and an optical sensor. For 

15 example, the abovementioned stopper is combined with an 

electric switch that is operated by urging cover 10 

against the stopper.  

Such a control unit may comprise a power management 

module arranged to power the control unit and optionally 

20 further electric components, such as a user-interface 

and/or a thermal conditioner in particular a heater, when 

the control unit is unpowered or in standby state and the 

cover moved, in particular into the uncovering position.  

In a particular embodiment, machine 1 has a motor 

25 for driving the processing module 30: f rom a 

configuration for processing ingredient 2; to an 

ingredient transfer configuration for inserting 

ingredient 2 into the processing module and/or removing 

ingredient 2 therefrom; and/or vice versa.  

30 The motor can be arranged to drive the processing 

module 30 into: 

- the processing configuration when cover 10 is moved 

into the covering position; and/or 

- the transfer configuration when cover 10 is moved into 

35 the uncovering position.
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Machine 1 may have a control unit for controlling 

ingredient processing module 30. The control unit can be 

arranged to initiate automatically beverage preparation 

when ingredient 2 is inserted into the processing module 

5 30 and the cover 10 is moved into the covering position.  

The control unit can be arranged to initiate 

automatically a shut-down or standby process and/or a 

service process, when no ingredient 2 is inserted in the 

processing module 30 and the cover 10 is moved into the 

10 covering position.  

Machine 1 may have a collector receptacle (not 

shown) for collecting used ingredients, such as tea 

leaves or ground coffee, e.g. within used capsules, and 

waste liquid. Collector receptacle may be insertable, 

15 e.g. slidable, into a cavity formed in machine 1 and 

removable therefrom for servicing, e.g. emptying the 

solids and/or liquids contained therein.  

Further details of such a machine, in particular 

relating to the processing unit, beverage outlet, control 

20 unit and the motorization are for example disclosed in EP 

1 767 129 and EP 10 193 234, which are hereby 

incorporated by way of reference.
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Claims 

1. A machine for preparing a beverage from at least one 

ingredient comprising: 

- an ingredient processing module; 

- an ingredient passage for inserting an ingredient from 

outside such machine into the ingredient processing module; 

and 

- a cover forming a user-handle that is manually movable 

between a position covering the ingredient passage and a 

position uncovering the ingredient passage, 

wherein the cover is manually slidable from the covering 

position to the uncovering position and/or vice versa.  

2. The machine of claim 1, wherein the ingredient processing 

module is a module that comprises a first part and a second 

part movable relative to the first part from a position for 

housing therein said ingredient to a transfer position for 

inserting said ingredient into the processing module and/or 

for evacuation thereof from the processing module.  

3. The machine of claim 1 or 2, wherein the cover is 

translationally slidable from the covering position to the 

uncovering position and/or vice versa.  

4. The machine of any one of the preceding claims, which has 

an outer housing and wherein the passage extends from a face 

of the housing to the ingredient processing module, the cover 

being slidable in parallel along the housing face.  

5. The machine of claim 4, wherein the cover is slidable 

outside the outer housing.  

6. The machine of claim 4 or 5, wherein the housing face has 

an arrangement for guiding the cover between the covering and 

the uncovering positions.
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7. The machine of claim 6, wherein the guiding arrangement 

comprises a guiding recess and/or a guiding rail extending 

from the passage or from adjacent thereto.  

8. The machine of any one of claims 4 to 7, wherein the 

housing face forms or delimits a top machine face and/or a 

generally horizontally extending machine face.  

9. The machine of any one of the preceding claims, wherein 

the cover is associated with an automatic return device for 

driving the cover into a stable position.  

10. The machine of claim 9, wherein the automatic return 

device is a bistable device for driving the cover into two 

different positions.  

11. The machine of claim 9 or 10, wherein the automatic 

return device is adapted for driving the cover into the 

covering position and/or into the uncovering position.  

12. The machine of any one of the preceding claims, wherein 

the ingredient processing module has a processing 

configuration for processing said ingredient and an ingredient 

transfer configuration for inserting said ingredient into the 

processing module and/or removing said ingredient therefrom.  

13. The machine of claim 12, wherein the cover is prevented 

from being moved into the uncovering position when the 

ingredient processing module is processing said ingredient, 

optionally the cover being locked in the covering position or 

movable into an intermediate position for manually 

interrupting processing of said ingredient.  

14. The machine of any one of the preceding claims, which has 

a control unit, and wherein the cover forms or is part of a 

user-interface in data communication with the control unit, 

optionally the cover comprising or being associated with a 

sensor connected to the control unit for sensing a position of 

the cover.
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15. The machine of claim 14, wherein the control unit is a 

unit for controlling the ingredient processing module.  

16. The machine of claim 14 or 15, wherein the sensor is a 

sensor selected from an electro-mechanical switch sensor, a 

magnetic sensor, an electromagnetic sensor and an optical 

sensor.  

17. The machine of any one of claims 14 to 16, wherein the 

control unit comprises a power management module arranged to 

power the control unit and optionally further electric 

components when the control unit is unpowered or in standby 

state and the cover moved.  

18. The machine of claim 17, wherein the further electrical 

components are a user-interface and/or a thermal conditioner.  

19. The machine of claim 18, wherein the thermal conditioner 

is a heater.  

20. The machine of any one of claims 17 to 19, wherein the 

power management module is arranged to power the control unit 

and optionally further electric components when the control 

unit is unpowered or in standby state and the cover moved into 

the uncovering position.  

21. The machine of any one of the preceding claims, which 

comprises a motor for driving the processing module: from a 

configuration for processing said ingredient; to an ingredient 

transfer configuration for inserting said ingredient into the 

processing module and/or removing said ingredient therefrom; 

and/or vice versa.  

22. The machine of claim 21, wherein the motor is arranged to 

drive the processing module into: 

- the processing configuration when the cover is moved into 

the covering position; and/or 

- the transfer configuration when the cover is moved into the 

uncovering position.
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23. The machine of any one of the preceding claims, which has 

a control unit for controlling the ingredient processing 

module and wherein the control unit is arranged to initiate 

automatically beverage preparation when said ingredient is 

inserted into the processing module and the cover is moved 

into the covering position.  

24. The machine of any one of the preceding claims, which has 

a control unit that is arranged to initiate automatically a 

shut-down or standby process and/or a service process, when no 

ingredient is inserted in the processing module and the cover 

is moved into the covering position.
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